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Abstract A theoretical study of structures of the 1,7,1 l,17-
tetraoxa-2,6,12,16-tetraaza-cycloeicosane ligand ([20]
AneN4O4) coordinated to Fe2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Ru2+, Rh2+,
and Pd2+ transition metals ions was carried out with the
DFT/B3LYP method. Complexes were fully optimized in
Cs symmetry with the metal ions coordinated either to
nitrogen (1a) or oxygen atoms (1b). For all the cases per-
formed in this work, 1a was always more stable than 1b.
Considering each row it is possible to see that the binding
energy increases with the atomic number. The M2+ cation
binding energies increase in the following order: Fe2+<Ru2+

<Co2+<Ni2+<Rh2+<Pd2+. In addition, it was observed the

preference of Pd2+ and Rh2+ complexes for a tetrahedral
arrangement, while Fe2+, Ru2+, Co2+, Ni2+ complexes had
a preference for the octahedral arrangement. From the orbital
representation results, it was seen that 1b unsymmetrical
orbitals may influence the susceptibility over metal ions
orientation toward heteroatoms orbitals.

Keywords Binding energy . Charge decomposition
analysis . Covalent interactions . Ionic interactions . Oxa-aza
macrocycles . Transition metal cations
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Macrocycles with heteroatoms such as nitrogen and oxygen
have found wide applications in extensive branches of
science. Azamacrocycles and oxa−aza macrocycles have
been applied as chelating agents for metals [1, 2], organic
cations [1, 2] and radioisotopes [3, 4]. Anti-HIV activity has
also been observed in azamacrocycles and their metal com-
plexes [5–7], while oxa−aza macrocycles has also been
employed in the development of a new selectivity electrode
to the determination of nitrate in vegetable and bottled mineral
water [8].

Special interest has been concerned over heteromacrocycle
systems due to their ability to recognize metal ions. Hetero-
macrocycles metal ion selectivity characteristics is assigned to
the (a) ligand−specific affinity [9], (b) the nature and arrange-
ment of donor atoms [10, 11], (c) the cavity size [9, 11], (d)
and the cavity charge distribution, i.e., the donor capacity of
heteroatoms [9, 11]. Due to this reason, heteroatom macrocy-
clic selectivity has been assessed by experimental and theo-
retical procedures to different transition metal ions [12–15].
Another important aspect over the macrocyclic chelating
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efficiency is its conformation. For some macrocycles, the
general arrangement remains the same before and after tran-
sition metal ion complexation [9]. Depending on the confor-
mation before the complexation, the system can be recognized
as more or less efficient ligand [11].

In a recent work, the synthesis [16] and coordination
chemistry [17] of the 1,7,1 l,17-tetraoxa-2,6,12,16-tetraaza-
cycloeicosane macrocyclic systems ([20]AneN4O4 and [20]
AneO4N4) were reported. Although the coordination chemis-
try ofmacrocycles containing both nitrogen and oxygen atoms
is well known [18], the mixed macrocycle [20]AneN4O4 (and
[20]AneO4N4) is the first one with potential nitrogen and
oxygen atom donors. Depending on the surrounding environ-
ment and the metal cation, there is the possibility of switching
between nitrogen and oxygen donor (see Scheme 1). Kuksa et
al. [17] demonstrated that when [20]AneN4O4 complexes
with Ni (II) ion a hexa-coordination to four nitrogen atoms
with two crystallization water in pseudo axial positions
showing an octahedral arrangement is observed. It is
important to mention that only a structural investigation
of this complex was performed and there is an absence of
some molecular characteristics of this kind of system.

The purpose of the present work is to perform a theoretical
investigation of [20]AneN4O4 and [20]AneO4N4 complexes
with first- and second-row transition metals. The nature of the
interactions between these kind of systems and metal ions of
the first (Fe, Co, Ni) and second (Ru, Rh, Pd) transition series
is unknown. In this investigation, we quantified the relative

complexation energy of the selected cations and identified
whether the complexation occurs preferentially via the nitro-
gen or oxygen atoms. It is important to say that this work will
focus on the octahedral arrangement and due to this reason it
will be considered two water molecules in the axial positions
as was previous observed by Kuksa et al. [17]. A detailed
understanding of what happens to a molecule after the
complexation, and the knowledge at the microscopic level
which controls their capability to form complexes with the
transition metals, increases our ability to design efficient
novel molecular recognition systems. Therefore, this work
will present a clear indication of the potential of the macro-
cycle [20]AneN4O4 as a metal sensor.

Theoretical methodology

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were per-
formed in this work using the Gaussian 03 program [19].
Optimized molecular geometries were calculated in vacuum
by using the hybrid B3LYP [20, 21] exchange-correlation
functional with the LANL2DZ pseudopotential. B3LYP
includes the functional developed by Becke [22], Lee-
Yang-Parr [23] and Vosko-Wilk-Nusair [24] correlation
functionals. All the fully optimized geometries were charac-
terized by vibrational frequency calculations, which
showed only real frequencies. Zero-point vibrational
energies were estimated based on the B3LYP frequency

Scheme 1 Metal and two water
molecules coordination for
[20]aneN4O4 and [20]aneO4N4
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calculation (unscaled) using the same basis set as for
the geometry optimization calculations. GDIIS algori-
thim [25, 26] was also employed in each calculation.

Two types of complexes were evaluated in the present
work. It was considered where nitrogens are the donor
atoms ([20]AneN4O4, la) and where oxygens are the donor
ones ([20]AneO4N4, lb). la starting geometry was designed
with Cs symmetry based on the experimental X-ray diffrac-
tion structure determination of the octahedral Ni2+ complex
of [20]AneN4O4. The macrocyclic dihedral angles were
settled up according to the experimental angles. The main
conformational features of the calculated complexes repro-
duced the experimental data. The starting geometries with
others metal than nickel were obtained by the replacement of
the corresponding Ni2+ cation by M2+ ones followed by full
geometry optimization. Due to the absence of experimental
data for the macrocyclic complexes with oxygen as donor
atoms, we took [20]AneN4O4 as the starting point and changed
the nitrogen by oxygen and performed the optimization.

The main aims of our work are to evaluate the macrocyclic
metal ion selectivity as well as to understand the nature of the
metal-ligand (N, O) chemical bond in the complexes in terms
of donation from the ligand to metal and back-donation from
the metal to the ligand, as calculated with the AOMix-CDA
program.20

The macrocyclic coordination ability with different metal
cations is given in a first approximation by the interaction
energy, as defined in Eq. 1.

EINT ¼ ECOMPLEX � ELIGAND þ EMETAL þ 2EH2Oð Þ ð1Þ

ECOMPLEX is the energy of la or 1b complex with different
metal cations. While ELIGAND is the energy of the macrocyclic
ligand, EH2O is the energy of the water molecule, and EMETAL is
the metal cation energy. It is important to mention that coun-
terpoise correction was not taken into account in the EINT result.

Molecular orbital (MO) compositions and the overlap
populations were calculated using the AOMix program [27,
28]. Atomic charges were calculated using natural popula-
tion analyses (NBO) [29], as implemented in the Gaussian
03 software. The analysis of the MOs compositions in terms
of occupied and unoccupied fragment molecular orbitals
(OFOs and UFOs, respectively) and the charge decomposi-
tion analysis (CDA) were performed using AOMix-CDA
[30]. CDA is a valuable tool in analyzing the chemical
bonding between the metal and the ligand in terms of
metal→ligand donation and metal←ligand back-donation.
This analysis was performed to quantify the charge donation
and back-donation between the metal, macrocycle and the
two water molecule fragments of the complexes studied in
this work. It is important to mention that the CDA procedure
between ligand-to-metal donation and metal-to-ligand back-
donation is not the same as the net charge transfer between

the metal and the ligand fragments. In fact, the CDA anal-
ysis only gives reasonable estimates of the donation and
back-donation interactions if the electronic polarization is
absent or if it is sufficiently small [27] since this is associ-
ated with the fact that in CDA [31] the terms donation and
back-donation correspond to an overall reorganization of the
electronic density, which includes the interfragment reorga-
nization as well as charge transfer (CT) [27]. The Mayer
bond orders [32–35] were calculated as implemented in
AOMix-L [29].

Results and discussions

An analysis of the atomic charges before complexation was
performed and it is shown in Table 1. From Table 1 we can
see that the macrocycles show different negative charge
values on the heteroatoms. In [20]AneN4O4 macrocycle,
the oxygen atoms are more negatively charged than the
nitrogen ones; and in [20]AneO4N4, the nitrogen atoms have
a high negative charge due to the charge transfer from
oxygen atoms to nitrogen ones. While [20]AneN4O4 geom-
etry presented a nearly Cs symmetry, [20]AneO4N4 shows
an altered one, leading to a more deformed arrangement (see
Scheme 1). In addition, [20]AneO4N4 is 7.2 kcal.mol-1 more
stable than [20]AneN4O4. Figure 1 shows the conformation-
al arrangements adopted by the free macrocycles and the
cross distances between the heteroatoms.

A comparison between theoretical and X-ray data [17]
for the Ni2+ complex was also performed in this work.
Table 2 shows that the calculated N1-Ni bond lengths are
close to those observed experimentally and the N1-Ni-N2
bond angles of the metal-coordination environment are also
close to the experimental values with a difference of only 7°.
While N1-Ni-O2W and N2-Ni-O1W experimental values are
89.7 and 88.6°, the calculated ones are 88.2 and 88.1,°
respectively. In addition, the calculated angles between the
two water molecules and the nickel ion is only 0.036° lower.
Therefore, it can also be seen from Table 1 that our DFT

Table 1 NBO atomic charges and absolute energies of the
macrocycles

Macrocycle Charge Energy (Hartree)

[20]AneN4O4

Nitrogena −1.611 −993.19359

Oxygenb −1.888

[20]AneO4N4

Nitrogena −1.975 −993.21484

Oxygenb −1.609

a,b Sum over the four nitrogen atoms and the four oxygen atoms,
respectively

J Mol Model (2012) 18:3243–3253 3245



results are in excellent agreement with those observed
experimentally.

Ground-state multiplicities of the M2+ complexes
and their relative stability

Ni2+ octahedral complexes are well-established high-spin
complexes where the stability is highly dependent on the
strength and symmetry of the ligand field [36]. It can be
observed in Table 3 that the gap between singlet and triplet
states of both complexes is higher for the complexation with
oxygens than with nitrogen atoms, 31 and 23 kcal.mol−1,
respectively. Although the stronger ligand field induced by
the nitrogen atoms reduces the energy difference between
the low- and high-spin states, complexes where oxygen is
the donor atom are still the most stable ones.

Co2+ complexes represent a different situation and due to
the d7 electronic configuration and Janh-Teller distortion,
degenerate electronic states are expected in the quartet
multiplicity [37, 38]. In Co2+ 1a complex, where nitrogen is
the donor atom, quartet state is only 4.9 kcal.mol−1 more
stable than the doublet one. A different aspect is seen for 1b
where quartet state is almost four times more stable than Co2+

1a conformation. In previous work, Aakesson et al. [37]
observed that doublet-quartet gap is about 35 kcal.mol−1 for
hexahydrated cobalt complexes.

Fe2+ is a more challenging case due to the fact that
complexes can exist in quintet, triplet or singlet states.
In Fe2+ 1b complex, due to the oxygen atoms, the high-
spin quintet state is considerably more stable than either
the triplet or the singlet states. A different feature is
seen for Fe2+ 1a complexes where stability can be
quintet > singlet > triplet state, although triplet−singlet
gap is considerable small, almost 4 kcal.mol−1. This
value is also in good agreement with those observed
by Guell et al. [39]. Guell et al. [39] showed that
singlet−quintuplet gap for Fe2+ structures ranges from
7.9 to 21.7 kcal.mol−1. Nevertheless, when the singlet
state is the most stable one, the quintuplet−singlet gap
is seen around 3.8−18.5 kcal.mol−1.

It is important to mention here that the ligand field has a
strong influence on the relative stability over the different
electronic states. The weaker field promoted by the oxygen
atoms is not enough to stabilize the lower multiplicity states
in the case of Fe2+ complexes, therefore the singlet and the
triplet states render much less stable structures than the
quintet one. Based on these results, important aspects can
be assigned on the first row M2+ cation complexes (Fe2+,
Co2+ and Ni2+) since higher spin states are always more
stable than those with lower multiplicity. In addition, the
energy difference between several spin states is larger for 1a
complexes than 1b structures. An explanation for this
characteristic may be due to the stronger ligand field promoted
by the nitrogen atoms which preferentially stabilizes the lower
spin states.

For the second set of transition metals (Ru2+, Rh2+ and
Pd2+), lower spin states are the most stable ones. The differ-
ences observed in the relative stability between the several
electronic spin states on the first and second row complexes
may be a consequence of two cooperating effects: (i) strong
overlap between the large 4d orbitals and the ligand ones,
and (ii) the decreasing pair energy due to the larger “vol-
ume” available for electrons in the 4d orbitals. Both effects
may contribute to stabilize the low spin multiplicities [36].
In addition, the energy gap between 1a and 1b structures is
larger than what is seen in the first row complexes. This gap,
for the most stable states, ranges from 46 to 53 kcal.mol−1,
while in the first row structures these values decrease to
32−35 kcal.mol−1.

Fig. 1 Conformational arrangements and the bond length between
heteroatoms of the [20]AneN4O4 and [20]AneO4N4 ligands

Table 2 Selected theoretical bond distances (Å) and bond angles (˚) of
complex 1a for Ni2+ ion compared with the corresponding experimental
(X-ray) values

DFT/B3LYP Experimentala ΔDFT−exp
b

N1-Ni 2.134 2.098 0.036

N2-Ni 2.127 2.111 0.016

Ni-O2W 2.110 2.110 0.000

Ni-O1W 2.100 2.120 −0.020

N1-Ni-N2 85.981 93.100 −7.119

N1-Ni- O2W 88.191 89.720 −1.529

N2-Ni- O1W 88.127 88.560 −0.433

O1W -Ni- O2W 179.996 179.960 0.036

a Ref. 10
b The difference between DFT and experimental results
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Metal ion selectivity

la and lb complexation interaction energies are presented in
Fig. 2. The la interaction energies are stronger than in the lb
arrangements, as indicated in Table 3 by direct comparison
of the energy differences among la and lb complexes. From
Fig. 2 we can see that the interaction strength increases with
the metal atomic number, i.e., Ni2+>Co2+>Fe2+ and Pd2+>
Rh2+>Ru2+, respectively to each row. Then, from Fig. 2 we
can observe that the second row complexes bind always
stronger than their corresponding first row metals. A similar
behavior is also detected in 1b complexes. An exception is
seen for the Fe2+/Ru2+ pair, where Fe2+ complex shows a

binding energy 20 kcal.mol-1 higher than the Ru2+ ones.
Considering the distances between metal ion and the water
molecules it is possible to see that they are basically the
same for all the compounds performed in this work. The
higher discrepancy is seen in Pd2+ 1a complex, which
shows a bond length of 2.5 Å while the other second-row
1a complexes present values ranging from 2.0 to 2.2 Å.
Nevertheless, from Fig. 3 we can see that the average distance
between metal ions and nitrogen and oxygen macrocyclic
atoms gets shorter as the interaction between them becomes
stronger; in other words, metal−ligand distances decrease as
the atomic number increases in the periodic row. Also from

Table 3 Absolute energies (a.u) and relative energies (kcal.mol-1) for different multiplicities

M2+ cation Multiplicity Abs. energy (a.u.) ΔEa (kcal.mol-1) Abs. energy (a.u.) ΔEa (kcal.mol-1) Rel. energyb (kcal.mol-1)

1ª 1b 1b – 1a

Fe2+ Quintet −1269.12043 0.00 −1269.10241 0.00 11.31

Triplet −1269.10812 9.99 −1269.06582 22.96 26.54

Singlet −1269.11386 6.38 −1269.05778 28.00 35.19

Co2+ Quartet −1290.76032 0.00 −1290.72953 0.00 19.32

Doublet −1290.75248 4.92 −1290.70062 18.15 32.54

Ni2+ Triplet −1314.98938 0.00 −1314.94938 0.00 25.10

Singlet −1314.95251 23.14 −1314.89998 31.00 32.96

Ru2+ Quintet −1239.46233 55.50 −1239.44882 13.53 8.48

Triplet −1239.50641 27.84 −1239.45335 10.69 33.30

Singlet −1239.55077 0.00 −1239.47038 0.00 50.44

Rh2+ Quartet −1255.09091 41.87 −1255.06258 13.10 17.78

Doublet −1255.15763 0.00 −1255.08346 0.00 46.54

Pd2+ Triplet −1272.33689 26.72 −1272.28612 5.82 31.86

Singlet −1272.37948 0.00 −1272.29538 0.00 52.77

a Calculated relative energies for the metals studied here, taking into account the most stable spin state as reference
b The relative energy difference between [20]AneN4O4 (1a) and [20]AneO4N4 (1b) complexes

Fig. 2 Interaction energies as function of metal-ligand (ligand 0
nitrogen and oxygen) distances

Fig. 3 Selected bond lengths between metal-nitrogen (1a) and metal-
oxygen (1b)
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Fig. 3, we can see that [20]AneN4O4 macrocycle seems to be
more rigid (with a less accessible conformation involved),
which may lead to a lower level in the pre−organization.
Therefore, with the metal complexation, an increase of the
macrocycle field strength is expected, which increases the
overlap metal−ligand bond (as will be discussed in the next
section).

A molecular view of the chemical bond between metal
ions and ligands

The 1a and 1b orbital contributions can be divided into three
parts: (i) σ or π donation from the metal ligand fragment to
the metal; (ii) π-back-donation from the metal to the ligand
fragment, and (iii) electronic polarization of the metal and
the ligand. The polarization of fragments is the effect of
distortion of the electron distribution of one fragment by

another one and includes the interactions between all per-
manent charges, charge multipoles and induced multipoles
[37, 38]. Extended charge decomposition analysis (ECDA)
method [38] was used to analyze charge transfer (CT) and
polarization contributions individually. Donation, back-
donation, charge transfer, polarization and NBO charges
results on the metal and the ligand for 1a and 1b macrocy-
clic complexes of the closed and open-shell forms for the
most stable multiplicity are given in Tables 4 and 5, respec-
tively. In all cases the back-donation is very small, with
contribution of only 0.01-0.04 (a.u) in both complexes, i.
e., the back-donation is practically negligible, as could be
expected for these typically σ-type ligands.

As it is well known, the chemical bond in transition metal
complexes is usually described in terms of ionic and covalent
interactions between the metal and the ligands, especially in
first-row transition metals where ionic contribution is
dominant [36]. As can be seen from Tables 4 and 5,

Table 4 Charge decomposition
analysis, difference in electronic
polarization (PL) between metal
and ligand fragments, charge
transfer (CT) between fragments
and net charge on metal and
ligand for the closed shell
macrocyclic complexes (all
results in a.u)

Complex Ru (1a) Ru (1b) Pd (1a) Pd (1b)

Ligand-metal-donation 0.664 1.054 0.903 1.200

Metal-ligand back-donation −0.020 −0.020 0.037 0.004

PL (metal) – PL (ligand) 78.7 68.9 51.3 38.0

CT (2→1) - CT (1→2) 1.284 1.392 1.513 1.567

Metal qNBO 0.686 0.961 0.865 1.122

Atom donor qNBO −0.344 −0.477 −0.382 −0.477

Owater qNBO −0.929 −0.960 −0.998 −1.039

Table 5 Charge decomposition analysis, difference in electronic polarization (PL) between the metal and the ligand fragments, charge transfer
between fragments and the net charge on the metal for the open-shell macrocyclic complexes in the most stable multiplicity state (all results in a.u.)

Complex 1a 1b

Fe Co Ni Rh Fe Co Ni Rh

Ligand-metal donationα 0.602 0.650 0.663 0.244 0.628 0.684 0.710 0.568

Metal-ligand back-donationα −0.044 −0.020 −0.017 0.011 −0.046 −0.028 −0.025 −0.016

Ligand-metal donationβ 0.793 0.792 0.804 0.617 0.800 0.812 0.801 0.696

Metal-ligand back-donationβ 0.004 0.011 0.011 0.022 0.007 0.005 0.005 0.000

Σα+β donation 1.395 1.442 1.467 0.963 1.428 1.496 1.511 1.264

Σα+β back-donation −0.040 −0.009 −0.006 0.033 −0.039 −0.023 −0.020 −0.016

PLα (metal) – PL (ligand) −6.7 −6.9 −7.0 58.8 −6.8 −6.8 −6.9 27.7

PLβ (metal) – PL (ligand) 80.2 99.7 76.2 −0.1 80.1 121.1 108.6 29.9

Σα+β PL 73.5 92.8 69.2 58.7 83.3 114.3 101.7 57.6

CTα (2→1) - CT (1→2) 1.007 1.043 1.065 1.247 0.987 1.046 1.009 1.316

CTβ (2→1) - CT (1→2) 1.446 1.598 1.793 1.469 1.402 1.514 1.656 1.533

Σα+β CT 2.453 2.641 2.858 2.716 2.387 2.560 2.665 2.849

Metal qNBO 1.516 1.476 1.406 0.889 1.581 1.559 1.522 1.041

Atom donor qNBO −0.478 −0.475 −0.434 −0.374 −0.560 −0.563 −0.562 −0.501

Owater qNBO −1.035 −1.029 −1.026 −1.006 −1.071 −1.065 −1.055 −0.987
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first−row transition metals complexes show significant
covalent contribution. The intensity of the covalent interaction
(charge donation) increases from Fe2+<Co2+<Ni2+. This
increase occurs simultaneously with the decreasing of

the ionic contribution, as observed in Tables 4 and 5.
The ionic contribution is related to the atomic charges of the
metal and nitrogen (or oxygen) atoms frommacrocycles. Also
from Tables 4 and 5, we can see that the absolute values of the
metal and ligand charges are higher in Fe2+ complexes, while
they are lower in the Ni2+ ones. Therefore, the ionic interac-
tion increases from Ni2+<Co2+<Fe2+. The atomic charge in
water molecule ligands was not taking into account, basically
because it was almost constant for all complexes performed in
this work.

Second-row transition metal complex analyses from
NBO charges show that covalent contribution becomes
stronger as compared to its corresponding first row ones.
For example, Pd2+ 1a HOMO-LUMO gap is 3.50 eV, while
Ru2+ is 4.10 eV. Therefore, the strong covalent interaction is
seen for the Ru2+ 1a complex while Pd2+ 1a structure
presents the weaker covalent interaction for the second
row, i.e., the high effective nuclear metal atom charge
reduces the metal-ligand covalent interactions. In the case
of Rh2+ 1a complex an intermediate value (3.76 eV) is
observed. The first row complexes present higher values
for the covalent interaction than those observed in the
second-row ones. Fe2+, Co2+ and Ni2+ 1a HOMO-LUMO
gaps are 5.58, 5.96 and 6.10 eV, respectively. In other

Fig. 4 The M-N and M-O bond order for 1a and 1b system,
respectively

Fig. 5 Frontier α- and β-spin
molecular orbitals for 1a and 1b
complexes
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words, the ionic contribution is predominant for first-row
transition metals complexes, which is in good agreement
with literature [40].

The high stability of 1a complexes may also be correlated
with the Mayer bond order. Figure 4 shows that the bond
order increases as the atomic radii decrease. Therefore, there
is a higher charge transfer (see Tables 4 and 5) between both
fragments, which leads to stronger complexes. In all cases,
the bond order is higher in 1a complexes than in 1b ones.

Molecular orbital (MO) representations are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6. These MOs are relevant for chemical bonding
and also to comprehend the high stability of complexes 1a
as compared to complexes 1b. An important aspect is the
similarity between first and second-row transition metals
MO ordering. The 1a α-HOMO is highly symmetrical; with
an average of 30% 3d metal character while 70% is from
macrocycle character. The α-LUMO orbitals are built up by
a metal pz and a macrocycle sp orbital, while the β−LUMO
orbitals are dominated by the 3d metal orbital. In β MOs,
the HOMO has the same character as that of the α-HOMO
(although with lower symmetry). Otherwise, HOMO,
HOMO-1 and HOMO-2 present a 3d metal character, while
HOMO-3 shows the same character as that for α-HOMO.

An analysis of 1b frontier orbitals shows that α-HOMO, α-
LUMO and β-HOMO orbitals are highly unsymmetrical. In
fact, all 1b orbitals are unsymmetrical and this influences
the susceptibility of the metal ion orientations toward
heteroatoms orbitals. In other words, the 1a symmetric char-
acteristics may reduce the energy cost for the macrocycle
pre−organizations when the metal complexation occurs and,
therefore, makes 1a complexes more stable than the 1b
corresponding ones.

Vibrational frequency characterization

The assignments for the fundamental infrared bands of 1a and
1b complexes are demonstrated in Table 6 and 7, respectively.
Vibrational frequency analyses were also performed and the
1a and 1b asymmetric (νas) and symmetric (νsym) stretching
water features were assigned in the 3616−3700 cm−1 region.
Making a comparison between both arrangements is possible
to see that 1b νsym and νas water stretching shows a downshift
of 16−61 cm−1, while the higher downshift was observed to
Ru2+ 1a complex. It is important to mention that these values
are higher than those determined experimentally, which range

Fig. 6 Frontier molecular
orbitals for the closed-shell
1a and 1b complexes
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in 3200−3450 cm−1 region [41, 42]. Besides, the differences
between calculated and experimental values may be due to the
absence of a scale factor.

The N−H νsym frequency is observed in 3324 and 3237
cm−1 for [20]AneN4O4 and [20]AneO4N4, respectively.
The latter complex presents a value close to that detected
experimentally by Billes and Varady [43] to protoporhyrin
IX (3246 cm−1). This result is also in good agreement with
other studies [42, 44–46]. It is important to mention that
while an upshift after the complexation of 1a complexes is
observed, a downshift is seen in 1b ones. Nevertheless,

when we considered the CH2 νas and νsym modes a decrease
is expected in the band area of these two modes after the
complexation, this is seen for 1a and 1b complexes which
are mainly due to the fact that this mode is sensitive to
conformation changes [41–46].

The H2O scissoring vibrational mode (σ) is observed in
1535–1568 cm−1 region. The values from CH2 σ mode
enlarges after the metal coordination, however this shift is
higher when considered the 1b conformations. Besides,
while the CH2 deformation in-plane mode (δs) is detected
in 1400 cm−1, the NH δs is seen in 1300 cm

−1. Both δs mode

Table 6 The assignments for the fundamental infrared bands of 1a complexes

[20]aneN4O4 Fe2+ Co2+ Ni2+ Ru2+ Rh2+ Pd2+ Assignments

− 3662 3675 3646 3667 3648 3699 νas(OH2)

− 3534 3514 3505 3537 3423 3547 νs(OH2)

3324 3293 3308 3297 3280 3269 3260 νs(NH)

3021−2950 3043−2985 3045−2986 3047−2987 3044−2985 3048−2990 3055−2981 νas(CH2)

2942−2828 2970−2937 2973−2938 2975−2939 2972−2938 2976−2942 2978−2942 νs(CH2)

1538 1534 1539 1538 1514 1550 σ(OH2)

1488−1435 1476−1439 1476−1444 1477−1445 1473−1442 1471−1442 1473−1436 σ(CH2)

1431−1325 1382−1306 1384−1327 1386−1327 1378−1326 1392−1325 1375−1323 δs(CH2), δs(NH)/

1243−1170 1272−1144 1275−1145 1278−1152 1284−1160 1284−1160 1278−1152 δd(CH2)

1130−975 1104−986 1103−954 1104−955 1102−1020 1105−1028 1133−1038 δs(C−C), νs(C−C), νs(C−N), νs(C−O−N)

967−660 960−716 938−720 935−723 955−699 960−724 963−726 δd(C−C), νas(C−N), ν as(C−O−N), δd(OH2)

− 546 573 591 618 663 − δs(OH2)

556−200 539−200 548−200 563−200 568−200 577−200 572−200 δd(OH2), δd(C−C−C), δd(C−C−N), δd(C−N−O)

− 435 441 450 548 551 562 νs(M−N)

− 338 339 353 404 − − νas(M−OH2)

− 272 276 290 367 − − νs(M−OH2)

Table 7 The assignments for the fundamental infrared bands of 1b complexes

[20]aneO4N4 Fe2+ Co2+ Ni2+ Ru2+ Rh2+ Pd2+ Assignments

− 3624 3639 3630 3616 3627 3653 νas(OH2)

− − − − − − − νs(OH2)

3237 3258 3257 3255 3252 3270 3266 νs(NH)

3020−2950 3041−2889 3046−2989 3049−2988 3045−2988 3049−2997 3064−2996 νas(CH2)

2944−2858 2972−2920 2972−2911 2971−2928 2970−2927 2975−2936 2977−2934 νs(CH2)

1535 1542 1541 1545 1568 1771−1524 σ(OH2)

1476−1422 1474−1429 1475−1434 1476−1433 1476−1437 1469−1432 1468−1430 σ(CH2)

1417−1318 1427−1383 1427−1331 1427−1330 1429−1331 1420−1326 1420−1320 δs(CH2), δs(NH)/

1309−1160 1285−1171 1281−1179 1283−1179 1284−1181 1280−1173 1276−1170 δd(CH2)

1116−980 1118−1013 1120−975 1125−971 1126−971 1126−969 1123−961 δs(C−C), νs(C−C), νs(C−N), νs(C−O−N)

955−668 1004−660 948−676 940−670 940−670 932−668 930−643 δd(C−C), νas(C−N), ν as(C−O−N), δd(OH2)

− − − − − − − δs(OH2)

561−200 540−100 549−100 559−100 552−100 536−100 529−100 δd(OH2), δd(C−C−C), δd(C−C−N), δd(C−N−O)

− 306 412 427 428 436 − νs(M−O)

− 260 385 340 410 408 499 νas(M−OH2)

− 156 312 324 372 370 447 νs(M−OH2)
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values, from CH2 and NH, are valid for the ligand as the
complex structure indicating that this mode is not very
affected by the metal coordination. The H2O δs is seen in
660 and 540 cm−1, nevertheless for the first-row complexes
this vibrational mode increases from Fe2+ to Ni2+. In the
second-row complexes, the H2O δs vibrational mode is
detected only for Ru2+ and Rh2+, while for Pd2+ structures
the values are higher due to the fact that water molecules are
not coordinated to Pd atom, as it was previous explained.

The CH2 deformation out of plane (δd) range from
1140−1300 cm−1 for 1a and 1b complexes, while Campos-
Vallette et al. [44] observed these values between 1260−1280
cm−1 for Ni2+, Cu2+ and Zn2+ azabipiridyl macrocyclic com-
plexes. Besides, the CH2 deformation found here in the plane
(δs) is assigned in values close to 1400 cm

−1. Nevertheless, the
C−C, C−N and C−O−N δs modes are observed in 955−1130
cm−1 region, which have been shown to be lower than the
value detected by Diaz et al. [45] ( ~1300 cm−1).

Nakamoto [46] showed that metal-nitrogen stretching
(νmetal-N) occurs with values lower than 500 cm−1 and
present small intensities, which has also been confirmed
by other studies [42, 44–48]. These aspects were also ob-
served in our DFT results, which are in good agreement with
experimental νNi-N results [44]. In the case of νmetal-O

stretching mode the contribution of this mode to the decreas-
ing of metal-oxygen length can be observed, even to the first-
as the second-row complexes. Nevertheless, in Pd 1b
complex the νmetal-O is not detected which also enhances the
fact the there is no bond formation between Pd and water
molecules.

Conclusions

In this work we have studied the coordination ability of the
oxa-aza macrocycle 1,7,1 l,17-tetraoxa-2,6,12,16-tetraaza-
cycloeicosane with the several transition metal ions. The
different coordination ability between the M2+ cations to
bind with oxa-aza macrocylic ligand is attributed to an
increase in the covalent nature of the metal-ligand chemical
bond. Observing the HOMO-LUMO gap it can be seen that
the ionic interaction increases from Ni2+<Co2+<Fe2+,
which is in good agreement with the fact that the ionic
contribution is dominant in first-row transition metals. Nev-
ertheless, covalent ones follow the respective order: Pd2+<
Rh2+<Ru2+. Examining the orbital representation it can be
seen that all 1b orbitals are unsymmetrical and this influen-
ces the susceptibility over metal ions orientation toward
heteroatoms orbitals. In other words, the 1a symmetric
characteristic will reduce the energy cost for macrocycles
pre−organization when the metal complexation occurs and,
therefore, makes 1a more stable complexes than 1b
corresponding ones.
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